
RESCUING HAART

The old fox followed Vuk hesitantly back to the cage. He 
crouche far back from the unpleasant iron bars.

„This is Karack,” Vuk whispered. „He’s the smartest and 
best of all the foxes…”

Haart pushed her nose through the bars and now Karack
stepped up to her bravely. Although he didn’t like the touch 
or smell of the cold iron, he didn’t want to appear unfriendly 
or afraid.

„Yes…” he said, looking at Haart. „You’re just like your 
mother. I’m your relative, too, but now we have work to do. 
We have to get everything done while the rain still wets our 
noses.”

Karack started digging, rapidly scratching the ground in front 
of the bars. „Vuk, you keep watch!” he ordered. „And you, 
Haart, do the same as me!” His voice had regained its 
masterly tone. There was no sign of danger. He had seen the 
dogs going into the house and the old Sheepdog was curled 
up in its kennel. The blasting wind and lashing rain blocked 
every sound.

The work proceeded more quickly after they had broken 
through the ground’s hard surface. Haart toiled frantically 
from inside the cage.

„Quietly!” warned Karack. I can tell you were raised with 
the Smooth Skins.

Then Vuk and Karack swapped positions. The hole deepened 
rapidly. The rain had stopped but the wind continued to 
torture the trees. Vu slipped back out of the hole. He was 
trembling with exhaustion.

„Haart is fenced in from below too…” he gasped.
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Karack jumped into the hole, which was already deep enough 
to swallow him. Vuk was right. The bars carried on under the 
surface.

Karack dug more and more frantically now. „These bars must 
end somewhere!” he grunted desperately. Finally, he emerged 
from the hole covered in dirt and panting heavily with relief.

„Now you dig!” he told Vuk. „We’re through.”

Vuk saw that there were no more obstacles and he dug with 
all his might. He could hear Haart through the earth above 
him.

He stopped to catch his breath and heard Haart getting 
gradually closer.

Meanwhile, the clouds began to slide apart above them and 
pale moonlight glowed in the yard.

Karack started to get more agitated.

He whispered despairingly into the hole, „What’s going on, 
Vuk? Hurry up! The darkness is leaving us…”

The first grains of dirt began showering onto Vuk’s head. 
From here, it was easy going for Haart.

„Hurry, Haart. Hurry!” Vuk backed out of the hole.

The yard was growing lighter.

The two foxes watched and listened, paralysed with panic 
because the sound of Haart’s digging could be clearly heard 
above the dying wind.

She stopped and a short silence was followed by a soft 
rubbing sound. The two foxes stared into the dark hole, and 
then Haart’s head slowly appeared with weary but sparkling 
eyes.
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